Spring-Rail pallet storage system
Spring-Rail is a unique pushback system designed for 2, 3, or 4 pallet deep storage.
Roller tracks have no pitch and are flush with top of front beam. When pallets are
loaded springs expand to eventually cover full length of track. During unload as driver
removes front pallet spring-head drives all remaining pallets forward.
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Spring-Rail benefits
1 - can be installed on any type of rack (no special beams required)
2 - system has no pitch - 0’’ added height (except floor-level min 6’’ off ground)
3 - does not derail or block – everything moves together
4 - ok for wood / plastic pallets any size including non-standard dimensions
5 - pallets in a lane can have varying weights & size
6 - ok for front pallet case picking
7 - horizontal tracks → material on pallets will not drift or fall
8 - optional center track for very heavy loads or weak pallets
9 - ok for cooler / freezer environments
10 - easy to operate - minimal training for lift operators
11 - quick install – average 15 minutes per storage lane

Spring-Rail demo at client
site. Actual install has backstop beam to prevent drivers
from accidentally
overloading storage lane.

Front beam higher
than beams in back

Spring

1st pallet leans against green spring-head. 2nd pallet pushes 1st pallet toward the
back. (springs expand) If 2nd pallet is unloaded, pressure from green spring-head
forces remaining pallet to the front. (springs contract)

Pallet stop

Empty pallet after
case picking

0 pitch helps prevent
material drifting or fall

Lightweight – 3 deep
track only 90#

Regardless of track length or pallet weight
life expectancy of springs rated for 10,000+
cycles (full-length extensions and return).
Max weight 3500# per pallet

Even when fully
extended on track
spring tension not
overly tight.
Combined effort of
4 springs per
storage lane
guarantee longterm performance.

Front to back
security cable
prevents any risk of
accident caused by
springs.

Front plate guides
pallets to lean
against pallet stop
instead of
accidently
blocking in back
of front beam.

Center track does
not necessarily
require springs if
purpose is simply to
eliminate pallet
deflection. (or for
oversized pallets)

With Spring-Rail front beam is hooked 2 or 3 inches higher than beams in back.
If pallets are 48’’ deep, 54’’ front upright is recommended.
Back beams can be lowered without any risk of contact between pallet and 2nd beam
during unload.
If front upright is not 54’’ (existing uprights re-used such as 42, 48’’ deep, etc.) front
beam is raised 2 or 3’’ while beams in back remain in place. (based on 48’’ deep pallet)
Frame and beam type/model will determine if adjustment is either 2’’ or 3’’.
If 2’’, Spring-Rail track will be approximately 1’’ higher than front beam. (track 3.15’’H)

Spring-Rail can be installed on top of risers added to all back beams.
(product shown not actual – was for temporary install)

This allows lift-truck forks to operate non-palletized material on Spring-Rail.
→ Surface underneath loads must be compatible with Spring-Rail rollers.
(2’’ wheels with 3’’ center-to-center spacing)

Spring-Rail
creates new
storage
possibilities!

Rust-proof nylon
polyester rollers
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